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f you play Ultimate, you're familiar with the beef. Referees, no
referees, referees, no referees, referees ... Before long, the
dispute over the need for referees wil l need referees. Or maybe
folks will tire of the debate, drop it, and decide to go out and "just
play." The game will be great and fun and great fun until, sure as
history repeats itself, the first controversial call fans the flames of the
great fire once again. As the saying goes, " We've gotto stop meeting
like this."
And speaking of history repeating itself, this clash between
naturcrllaw and civil law is hardly a new debate. Rather, it is simply
the first time the dilemma has been applied to frisbee. Had JeanJacques Rousseau, that 19th century noble savage, pitted his
Ultimate team against that of his gnarly old nemisis John Locke, the

same argument most certainly would have developed. Back then ,
though, disputes were handled in a much more efficient manner they simply took heads.
But let's get back to today, where we have on one flank the Nye
Idealists* who profess that peace and brotherhood must prevail
without the influence of the dreaded zebra. On the other flank we
have the Sharp Realists** who insist that refs are needed for reasons
of both peace and expediency.
Now, while this guy Nye and this guy Sharp probably couldn't even
agree on where to eat lunch, there is one important similarity
between the two which may serve as a jumping-off point for my
thesis. On both sides ofthisfencethe peoplewhoaredoingthe brunt
of the speaking and negotiating for their various positions are the
more well -informed, articulate and experienced players. Doubtless,
masters Nye and Sharp are both experienced Ultimate players
(cont'd. on page 4, col. 1)

Wait! There's a Baby in That Bath Water!

Editorial
The - ultimate function of any player
association is communication . The UPA
Newsletter is our attempt at filling that
communications gap which has been
present in Ultimate. For the first time really,
players from California to Maine, Florida to
Washington will receive current, localized
and general-interest information and
perspectives on Ultimate from a wide
variety of sources - players from all-star
to second-string rookie, players like
yourself.
We now have over 350 registered teams
in the United States. In order to
accommodate all of these players, we
have set up both regional and sectional
editors in five different regions - the
Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, South, Western
and Central states. If the UPA Newsletter is
truly to reflect the thoughts and feelings of
Ultimte players, it is essential that Ultimate
players themselves make their thoughts
and feelings known to others . The
Regional Editors listed below are open to
receiving, your personal contributions be it art, photos, articles, opinions- on any
aspect of Ultimate.
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MOVING?
WHAT WE DON'T
WA N T HERE IS A
FAILURE TO
COMMUNICATE!
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One of the most difficult jobs the
UPA will have is keeping up with
address chang es. A simple solution
that has been suggested is that all
teams rent a Post Office Box. Cost
is only $20 per year and allows
consistant communication .
If you have moved - or plan to
move in the near future- be sure
to let the UPA Newsletter follow you
by letting us know your new
address. Just paste the latest
·' address label on the space
provided below and let us know
1
1
your new address .
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Future issues of the newsletter will focus
on different facets of the game. As this
issue's focus on the question of SelfOfficiation versus Referees, the next
edition is being planned around the rules.
Future issues will come out bi - monthly,
the first days of June, August, October,
December, etc. Regional Editors must
receive your contributions bythetenth day
of the month prior to publication , so get
your typewriters cracking. Get Involved!
It's your game.
- T .K.

National & Western Regional Host
Sites Sought
Last year, for the first time, five regions
were represented at a National Ultimate
Championship (N UC). The five teams that
traveled to Pennsylvania received some
financial assistance. Wham -O's budget
for the sport of Ultimate was $7 ,500 for
1979. The money was used as seed
money for Ultimate tournaments and given
as traveling-expense money to the five
teams participating in the NUC.
This year, Wham-0 will again support
financially the sport of Ultimate. Nottotake
away from the significant financial
contribution that Wham-0 has made, but
the Santa Barbara Condors received a
proportionately larger sum of money than
teams traveling from closer regions . The
money provided covered 20-25% of the
team's traveling expenses at economy
rates.
This year's NUC provides an
opportunity for commercial involvement.
The host of the 1980 NUC must be able to
provide good quality facilities, especially
quality chalked fields . The UPA is
accepting submitted bids for the right to
host the 1980 NUC.
The criteria used for selecting a host site
for the 1980 NUC will be based on the
ability to provide:
o A good tourny environment for the
players;
o Quality chalked fields;
o Financial assistance to participating
teams; and
o Other services (stadium usage,
community PR , national / local TV
coverage) .
Additionally , the Western Region will
consider bids for the rights to host the
Western Regional Championships. The
choice of who will get rights to host the
Westerns will be based on similar criteria
as the Nationals, with an accent on the
financial assistance aspect.

U.P.A. Minis are
still being
processed.

The Role. of
Referees in Ultimate
By Greg Sharp
SANTA BARBARA, CA

I

n my last article I discussed the philosophic merits of a third
party to resolve disputed calls . I skipped the mechanical
considerations for a look at the larger of humans, their
relationship with each other and to their plastic. The response was
a collective yawn so great that barometric pressure was
significantly affected . ln that light, I, quite literally, bore on.
This article will deal with a possible means of introducing an
observer system of arbitrating disputes. First let's look at the
balance sheet for the system (or non-system) we have now. The
last article dealt at length with the negatives. Briefly they were: 1 )
the player making the call often has the worst physical and/ or
psychological viewpoint; . 2) honest disagreement is interpreted as
deliberate cheating, 3) and the "discussion" can lead to a volatile
confrontation.
On the positive side there are some big entries:
o Player-initiated calls keep officials from needlessly effecting
the game. Anyone who's played a sport with officials has received
the benefit of a call he or she wouldn't have made. You gave it back,
right?
o A Step Forward in the Evolution of Humankind Department.
Now, one could go into A RAP on this one. Let's just say that 2,000
years ago, the widely accepted form of capital punishment was to
hang men, women and/or children on a cross foracoupleofdays .
Today, it's not as accepted. All things considered , that's progress.
Anything that encourages humankind's slow crawl toward greater
respect and compassion for our own, should be promoted.
o Uniqueness as a promotional tool (or gimick), the lack of
officials is an attention getter which will attract media attention.
And, as Flash Kingsley (Flying Disc Mag., Vol. 1 , No.1 ) pointed out,
it's a great way to pick up girls: "Hey sweetheart, I playa game with
no referees' " The possibilities boggle the brain .
o The last positive feature is not as obvious as the first two, but
in terms of the growth of our game, it is the most critical. Without
referees, we don't need anybody to assign , pay, teach or
administer referees. This might not seem like much to a player, but
if you're running an intramural program , youth sports project or
even an Ultimate region , it's a big deal. For example , at U.C.S.B.,the
local bacchanal passing for a $eat of higher learning, the IM
department is absolutely bonkers over Ultimate. Ultimate has the
most participation for the fewest dollars. Next year they want to
deescalate football and promote Ultimate activity. If you are a
sectional Ultimate director and want to coordinate the local high
school teams that are beginning to form in your area , you need only
to supply teams with a list of opponents, not a staff of officials for
each game. Ultimate will be growing faster than a fungus and the
people coordinating Ultimate activity will have enough
organizational headaches.
Here is a proposed addtion to the current rules: Each team will be
required to provide two observers for every game. The observers
may be a part of the team, even substituting in and out, or

"specialists" who don't play. Two were picked in this belief that it
takes four observers to adequately oversee the action . However,
further input could alter this number. But to make the point that
teams are to supply the observers, if a team comes to a game with
eight men, then they play with six and provide two observers.,
It is assumed that whomever is acting as an observer would be
knowledgeable regarding the rules. Teams would not be allowed
to produce two John's off the street to call a game. lf we want to be
self-officiated then it is the responsibility of the teams to provide
qualified observers . Here is the lynchpin of the system : teams
taking the initiative to see that they can supply a game with officials .
It is one thing to be self officiating, it is another to be chaotic . Self
officiating as it stands now is chaos . What is proposed is that self
officiating take a form, with clearly defined and attainable goals
and rules of conduct.
Players will initiate all calls, with officials called in on disputes.
The official will immediately make his decision , based on what he
saw, and get play moving. It is of prime importance that the official
make his call quickly and based on what he saw. A discussion
would involve two decidedly prejudiced , and therefore worthless,
points of view, and we're back where we started . When the
defense-to-offense transition would not require a stopping of play,
the official should make his call as to whom should have
possession and play immediately resumes. For example, two
players collide attempting to catch a disc. The offense calls foul.
The defense reponds with a barnyard epitaph indicating he
disagrees. The observer sees only incidental contact, calls " No
foul" . The defense-turned-offense picks up the disc and play
resumes.
If there is a break requiring a defensive check, the observer
should quickly get the play moving again . If no official can see the
play or if there is conflicting views by officials that cannot be
resolved , then the call goes to the player who initiated the call. In
the case of O.B. or catch/trap situation , the call goes to the
offense. Thus an offensive bias is built into the game that is, if not
always correct, at least consistant. Again th.e observer expedites
play according to the situation.
It is necesary that at no time should players argue with
observers. Judgment calls as to whether a foul occurred or a foot
was in bounds are, by definition, not subject to argument. The
observer saw it or he didn't.
Rule interpretation, however, is another matter. It should be
discussed, however, only by the captains during a time-out, called
in the normal flow of the game: (i.e ., the defense can't call time out
while the offense is moving the disc) . Teams must accept the fact
that sometimes officials aren't as familiar with the rules as they
should be. Often the only relief a team can get from an official's rule
misinterpretation is the knowledge that , now, s/he knows better.
Suppose a player continues to argue with an official, ignoring
attempts to resume play. This is the fundamental, bottom-line
question regarding observers. What is their final authority? Cruder
folks have suggested that officials should be equipped with mace.!
(cont'd. on page 4, col. 2)
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(cont'd. from page 1)

(cont'd from page 3)

who've been around enough to feel comfortable commenting on the
rules.
' ·
But (and this is the big but) how many of us who play Ultimate have
the ability to interpret the rules as they are at present in a heated
situation? When the pressure builds , how many of us can even
remember them?
And taking it a step farther, with the constant influx of new teams
and players, what percentage of players at a given tournament do
you think have even read the rules at all?
Often , the rules of Ultimate have been handed down mouth-tomouth like the great legends of ancient tribesmen . Consequently,
the descendants end up with a distorted view of what was , what is,
and what ought to be. Ask Christopher Columbus .
Example: At practice last week, a player who has been with our
team since day-one - over two years ago - screened me from
getting to a hovering disc so his teammate could pull it down
uncontested. When I called foul and attempted to explain the various
ins and outs of playing the disc and respecting established position , I
was countered with a series of senseless contradictions and
expletives which sounded roughly like a Rastafarian translation of
the rules I play by.
Now, while it was okay to drop the whole debate until after practice
in this instance, can you imagine this same situation and all the
ensuing Iranian foreign policy if this had been two opposing teams in
an important match? Need I say more? Or should we move on and
consider a possible solution that might please both factions in the
zebra debate?
Rather than full -fledged refs who would be responsible for all
calls, why not try a more active observer? In the past, observers
have been banished to the sidelines, where they usually end up
shooting the breeze with acquaintances, watching the opposite sex,
or wandering off to watch another game. Put another way, the
observer needs to be free from the distractions of the sidelines and
be able to focus his entire attention on the game at hand. So let's put
him out there on the field .
Then , when a situation arises where two players and / or teams
are clearly in difference of opinion over what just transpired , they
may immediately look to the observer, who is right at the scene, for
an instant, unappealable ruling. The game continues.
Although this is just a skeleton plan at the time, it is possible to
make the following assumptions if it were to be tried .
o It is possible for two teams playing with mutual respect and
integrity to go an entire game without having to appeal a call or have
the observer intercede at all. (Note: Nye's true spirit of Ultimate still
prevails.)
o In critical situations, the observer's ruling could eliminate
many hard feelings and reduce any ensuing antagonism between
the two teams.
o An active observer will also do the game the great service of
reducing costly BS time involved in ironing out sticky situations by
ruling before discussion becomes argument.
o At worst, we will have two teams constantly appealing their
opponents' calls to the observer. Admittedly, this could become
quite trite and tiresome. It could also happen that players might seek
to use the observer as an advantage in close-foul situations. But if
you consider that without the observerthesesametwoteams would
probably be slugging it out by halftime, then the system doesn't
sound so bad.
In conclusion, I would like to welcome further discussion on the
plan which has been very roughly outlined here. If you would like a
more concrete set of guidelines to try out at a local tourney, feel free
to contact me, and I'll be happy to work with you on it.

disagree. High-powered cattle prods would be quite sufficient. But
since such devices are out of the economic range of most clubs,
let's save that for the big games.
Meanwhile, back at the point: should an observer be given a
disciplinary power over players? I believe that observers should
not throw a player out. The responsibility for restraining players or
teams lays with the teams, not the observers . Since an observer is
part of a team (indeed "represents" a team) , it should be the team 's
decision as to whether to continue play or to call it a day, saving
their more hostile energies for an anti-Ayatollah rally . Observers
should not be a cop. If a team feels that an ofticial is decidedly
incompetent, then they should ask tor him to be replaced . If that is
still unsatisfactory, if a team finds that an opponent cannot provide
an observer with quality and I or integrity, then they should call the
game.
But what about the player screamin ' in the middle of the field .
What is the alternative short of calling 011 the game? Give the
offense the disc. lithe players are still arguing , somebody's open . If
the team's designated debater is holding the game disc, get a new

' See Fris bee disc World, July I Aug. '79, Vol. 4, No. 4
'See Fflsbee disc World, Nov./ Dec. '79, Vol. 4, No. 6
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Observers should move to be able to cover the play. I've been at
games where observers were stuck in the corners of the field .This
had seriously limited the effectiveness of the ofticial. For one thing ,
he was only in position to make calls near the side lines where he
was standing and was worthless for calls in the middle of the field .
Furthermore, standing near the crowd , the observer was often
more attentive to the reefer being passed around than to the game.
To keep the observers distinctive, a jersey of some sort could be
worn . If black and white stripes are distasteful to some as "too
jock," maybe we could do something in paisley.
People who have seen the first draft of this article have remarked
that this is a step back from an alleged "hard line " in my last article.
Some suspect an insufficient quantity of hot dogs in my diet or
perhaps a foreign substance osmotically seeping into my system
from my tomboda T -shirt. The proposal is more pragmatic than
philosophical. That there is a problem with our present " system "
can be seen in articles like Daryl Elliott's "Current Offenses in
Ultimate" (Flying Disc Magazine, Vol. 1, No.1) where he laments
the loss of a holistic perspective to belligerent play (One can only
wonder how widespread the holistic perspective ever was) And, if
my own Ultimate experience can be seen as typical, everybody
has played games that ended with a bad feeling. Teams that play
within the spirit of the game can misinterpret honest disagreement,
and problems of communication arise.
The problem of efficiently offic iating Ultimate must be solved
within the present parameters of money and manpower. It would
be great to have 47 video cameras feeding views from all angles to
a master control that relays the exact information to the players via
electronic implants in their brain . However, given Ultimate's
embryonic organization , the thrust of responsibility must remain
with the team.
Further more, whatever system is adopted , it should be uniform
for all levels of play . There is a certain contradiction to having a
system where we have no referees during the season , but bring out
the observers· tor the big games. It 's like saying , "We're the
alternative vanguard of the New Age of Aquarius, except when it
counts . Then we 're like everybody else.
This is hardly the last word regarding this subject and this article
leaves some unanswered questions. Should this system be
implemented, many new, unforeseeable problems will anpear.
This is an attempt, however, to do something substantive
regarding the question of referees. It is a system that can be used
from the world championships to a high school game. It is a
combination of third -party arbitration and self officiating. Indeed, it
is true self officiating.

Spring/Fall Championships

pril Foo.Is!
By Thad Nodine
WASHINGTON , DC

T

he one argument I haven 't heard against holding the
Ultimate Disc Nationals in the fall is that it makes the
season too long. Running from March-April through
October-November, the " new" frisbee season starts before
baseball players pick up their bats and climaxes after Pete Rose has
struck out for his last time that year. It means that Ultimate players
will fly their discs from the break of winter until the last leaves
shimmer to the ground. Teams can work on strategy, can pui
together that zone defense, and coordinate their offensive drives.
In the East, although discs have already started flying, the new
season will come into full swing with the April Fool's Ultimate-Fest,to
be held for the third straight year in Washington DC on Easter
weekend. APRIL FOOLS! It will actually be held on April Fool's
weekend, March 29-30, 1980. 1t'll be played on the Mall grounds and
promises to host 124 teams from Massachusetts and Ohio to the
Carolinas. The Fest will premier three women's teams, with trophies
awarded to the first-, second- and third-place finishers overall , and
to the first-place women's team . Anybody on the east coast would
be a "fool " not to be there.
The new season, along with the creation of the Ultimate Players
Association and the inevitable institution of referees at " crucial"
games (especially after the unfortunate spectable at last year's
finals), shows that the game is indeed getting more and more
"official." That, however, should be expected if the sport is really as
ultimate as its name suggests . As it becomes more popular and
appeals to a wider cross-section of people, Ultimate frisbee requires
more effort to make it cohesive and to keep it as a unifying
experience.
To put it simply, it requires some kind of structure that will promote
communication between players. That, after all, is what frisbee is all
about, and that is what must be remembered, reiterated and re emphasized as the sport gets bigger, more competitive and hopefully - better.

In-Depth Breakdown

A

National
Consensus
Early this year, we took a national
consensus on a spring or fall National
Championship. Of the 250 teams
contacted only 122 responded. The
official vote was 61 fall votes, 52 spring .
Late votes made the unofficial total 66 fall

When I first started playing Ultimate, I was told that it is the
communication between players that makes it different from other
sports. That's not true in that all other sports have the opportunity for
lots of communication between players. But it is true to the extent
that other competitive sports have lost the emphasis on
communication between players. Competition too often
overshadows communication instead of providing a forum for
meeting people, playing against them and getting to know a little bit
about them .
The frisbee bureaucracy is vitally needed to help players across
the country to stay in touch with each other, to keep abreast of
developments in the· game and to promote the sport. (I've finally
convinced myself of this since I don't really like crying over a
dropped "bee.") But we have to remember that it's the emphasis on
communication that makes Ultimate frisbee an alternative to other
team sports. Our frisbee leaders, from players to captains to national
coordinators, need to remember that emphasis when they attempt
to promote the sport.
Although the Ultimate Players Association has real promise to be
an effective way to communicate with fellow players, it's still in the
games that the true feelings come out. Nineteen-eighty, the
beginning of the new decade (the best thing that happened to the
'70s was the popularization of frisbee and Doonesbury) , seems a
good year to start a new "full" season and to re-emphasize
communication as well as competition in sport. With Ultimate as an
appropriate name for the sport, the April Fool's Fest is an appropriate
name for the first big tournament of the season (at least in the East).
Throughout the season, remember the foolish spirit of the game and
the childlike simplicity of a spinning disk floating on the airwaves ,
bringing lots of vastly different people together. As long as that's the
attitude , no one will ever complain that the season's too long.
The winners of the April Fool's Festival were the Knights of Nee (1st) ,
Glassboro (2nd) and University of Virginia (3rd) in the men's division;
first-place winner in the women's division was the University of
Virginia Women's Team .

vs. 54 spring with two teams abstaining
their vote. An indepth breakdown proves
very interesting.
SPRING
19
31
4

5
6
0

5
8
2

Club votes
College Votes
High School votes

FALL
42
22
2

WESTERN REGION
Club
College
High School

17
4
2

CENTRAL REGION
Club
College
High School

9
7
0

3
2

SOUTHERN REGION
Club
College

8
3

3
3
1

MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION
Club
College
High School

5
3
0

3
12
1

NORTHEASTERN REGION
Club
College
High School

3
5
0
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REGIONAL REPORT:

*

Western
Pro/Con on Rules
By Bill Nye & Jan Glick
SEATTLE, WA

T

he captain's meeting at the 1979
Western National Championships
was very productive in
formulating a few constructive revisions to
the seventh edition of the rules. The UPA
plans to spend a lot of tim~ this year
working on the rules, making them clear
and concise, and stating rules which have
not previously been on paper. In a later
newsletter we will poll the membership on
the following revisions, but meanwhile,
send any rules suggestions or comments
to:
Jan Glick
200912th Avenue East
Seattle, WA 98102

*

*

*
Stalling

The player guarding the thrower counts
five seconds silently and then from six to
15 seconds aloud. If the disc has not been
released ....
Pro: Since most throws are released
within the first few seconds, this eliminates
obnoxious shouting into the thrower's
face, increasing the game's aesthetic
appeal.
Con: The defender will abuse the
"s ilent five " even more than some players
currently rush a verbal count. An excited
defender may begin counting "six,
seven ... " after only a second or two has
actually elapsed.
Note: It is the responsibility of the
thrower to remind the defender if he is
counting too fast.

*

*

*

Tra velling
Upon receiving a pass, a player may throw
the disc before contacting the ground
three(3) times. Otherwise, the player must
come to a complete stop immediately and
establish a pivot foot before throwing. If the
player does not throw while in motion, s/ he
must use every ground contact to slow
him I herself in the shortest distance
possible. Violation of these rules results in
a check [see Checks below] with the
offense retaining possession of the disc. If
a player is called for travelling and then
throws an incomple te pass, the travelling
c<;~ll is automatically declined; a turnover
results. The player with the disc may jump
fromhis / herpivot foot to throw. However, if
the player subsequently contacts the
ground without throwing, a turnover results

6
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(as in basketball). Only one player may
guard.
Pro: The travelling call is spelled out
clear-ly. for the first time , as opposed to the
old rule which was , at best, vague and
ambiguous. This rule also allows the super
athlete to catch and throw in one motion.
Con: It is difficult enough for a
defender to call travelling on a pivoting
thrower when his eyes are fixed on the
disc. It is nearly impossible for any member
of the defense to clearly discern if there
were two or three ground contacts
between the catch and the throw.

UPA NEWSLETTER

*

Catching Fouls
A receiving foul is called only by the
offensive or defensive player fouled.
During a catch, restrictive or harmful
contact between the defender and
receiver is a foul. If the receiver is fouled
blatantly, the offense retains possession
with the disc being checked to the receiver
at the point of infraction. If the defender is
fouled blatantly, a turnover results with the
disc being checked to the defender at the
point of infraction. Otherwise, the disc is
checked back to the thrower. During a
catch, contact below the wrist by
opponents playing the disc is not a foul.
[Proposed '3rd paragraph to be inserted
between 2nd and 3rd paragraphs]
Receiving fouls are spelled out
clearly for the first time, with rights given to
both the receiver and the defender.
Con: (a) A receiving foul is often seen
more clearly by a player watching from
about 90° to the line of the play, and
provisions should be made for a third
party(ies) to make the call. (b) The
distinction between blatant and non blatant fouls will cause confusion . (c)
Contact below the wrist should be a foul.

*

*

Field Length
The main playing field for the official
Ultimate game is 70 yards long and 40
yards wide. Both end zones are 40 yards
wide and 25 yards deep. Optional metric
field dimensions are 65 meters long and 35
meters wide, with end zones 35 meters
wide and 20 meters deep.
Features: Many teams currently use
a 70-yard field and enjoy the additional
space . The extra length means more
passes , more running, less scoring and a
great spectator appeal.

*

Position of Teams before Throw-Off
The player with the disc must remain
behind his / her goal line until s/ he
releases the disc. All other players must be
behind their respective goa/lines with one
foot on their goal line until the disc is
released. Both teams must maintain their
relative position along the goa/lines before
the throw.
The player with the disc throws it to the
other team from behind his I her own goal

line. As soon as the disc is released, all
players may cross the goa/lines. No player
on the throwing team may touch the disc in
the air.
Features: This eliminates the
randomness of having players all over the
end zone. It better assures that all players
are behind the goal line than if they had a
running start, allowing the offense time to
move up to their goal line after a long pull.

Northern California section . Grant
Evans, 1881 16th Ave. , Santa Cruz, CA
95060, (408) 476-7968. States involved:
Nevada, Hawaii and Northern Calif. down
to Monterey.
Southern California section. Rich Lee,
8446 Benjamin Dr., Huntington Beach, CA
92647. (714) 848 -8494 (work) . States in volved: So. California, San Luis Obispo to
the Mexican border.

Starting Play with the Disc Grounded
In the End Zone

A 16 - team We st ern Reg ional
Championship will take place in mid -late
October. The number of slots allowed to
each section will be based on the number
of active teams in each section. That is
if ...

*

The player should pick the disc up only
after s/ he has made a decision to throw
from that point or carry the disc to the goal
line. (This prevents confusion about the
thrower's decision.)
Features:
This
prevents
the
confusion that occurs when a player picks
up the disc, looks around and finds no
receivers open, and then runs up to the
goal line as he is called for travelling .

*

Checks
When play is stopped because of a foul,
travelling or some other reason, a "check"
is used. After a call for a check (foul,
travelling, etc.) the offensive players must
hold the positions they had at the time of
the call. The defensive team holds the disc
until both teams are ready to resume play.
The disc is then handed to the thrower;
play resumes and the clock is restarted.
Features: The phrase "the offensive
team finds a position" in the seventh
edition implies that the offensive team may
move around. The proposed rule finally
defines a check.

*

*
*
*
Please experiment with these rules in the
next few months so you 're prepared to vote
when the referendum is taken. We believe
that as more players learn the details oft he
rules, our Ultimate games will become
more of the free-flowing sport that it really
is.
Next issue: Northwest Ultimate Breaks
Out- Dark Star of Eugene, Oregon.

Western Region Update
Here's the overall picture for the Western
Region in 1980. We now have subdivided
our region into four sections. Sectional
coord inators have been selected. A
breakdown follows.
Pacific-Northwest section . Sectional
coordinator: Jan Glick, 200912th Ave. #E,
Seattle WA 98122 , (206) 3862 . States
involved: Alaska, Washington , Oregon ,
Idaho, Montana and Humboldt Calif.
Rocky Mountain section. Tracy Jordan ,
5222 E. Windsor #6 , Poenix Ariz. 85006 ,
(602) 1077. States involved: Utah ,
Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and El
Paso Texas.

SECTION

ACTIVE
TEAM S

SLOTS
ALLOWED

Pacific Northwest
15
3
21
4
Rocky Mtn.
Northern CA
19
4
Southern CA
24
5
Each sectional coordinator will be
responsible for fairly determining which
teams will represent their sections at the
Western Nationals. Please assist your
sectional coordinators in any way
possible. He is spending his time and
energy for you .

Future Games
Dark Star is hosting Future Games, June
21-22, featuring Ultimate. $1 ,000 cash
prizes . Also cash prizes for freestyle and
distance. For further information, contact
Tim Moloney, 1290 Oak St., Eugene, Ore.
Come and share fun and high energy.
Hosts Needed
Rich Lee, Southern California Sectional
Coordinator, needs assistance schedul ing some Round -Robin tournaments for
the Southern California section. He asks
that any teams interested in hosting a
small or large Ultimate tournament please
co ntact him. He adds that the main resource necessary is good field space.

REGIONAL REPORT:

Southern
After the Elephants?
By Tom McNiven
TEXAS

0

ut here in the hinterlands, we
have long considered ourselves the true backwoods men
of Ultimate. Traditionally, we have been
the last to learn of new developments,
tournaments and meetings. And , of
course, there are not nearly as many of us
out here as there are you over there.

But things are changing. As Casey
Stengel once said, "We've been to the big
city and seen the elephants." At last count,
the number of teams in the ten-state
Southern Region was just one short of 50.
Texas and Florida , with 15 and nine teams
respectively, border our region . In
between, we have two teams in Georgia,
nine in North Carolina, two each in South
Carolina and Tennessee, three each in
Louisiana and Alabama, one in Arkansas
and none in Mississippi. (If any of you out
there have relatives in Mississippi , would
you please contact them and find out what
the problem is? We can't seem to get
through .)
Texas represents a prime example of
the increased interest in Ultimate
throughout the South. Just one year ago, at
the first state championships, only five
teams participated. But since then they've
sprung forth like mushrooms after a
thunderstorm . City leagues in Dallas,
Houston and Austin are forecast for this
next year.
If there is one main problem that plagues
our region at the moment, it is the great
distance between the borders of our
region . Last year, the Texas teams
traveled over 2,000 miles roundtrip to get
to the regionals in Gainesville, Fla.
It has been suggested that the present
five -region system be broken down even
further to lessen the amount of travel
involved, but until then we are attempting
to find a more central spot for this year's
tourney.
One of the advantages our region holds
is an abundance of warm weather spots
suitable for holding the World
Championships in November. Dallas,
Austin , Houston, southern Florida and
New Orleans are all very real possibilities.
Over the next few months, more dialogue
- both from inside and outside the region
- is welcomed on a potential spot.
On the spring tourney scene, the SMU
Mu stangs are hosting an invitational on the
weekend of March 22 -23. Teams
attending will be North Dallas, Houston,
Lone Star, Texas A&M , North Texas, LSU ,
Boulder (Colo.) Frisbee Club, Tulane and
three teams from the Ultimate Frisbee
Option in Springfield, Mo. Results will be
included in the next newsletter.
Suggestion: If any of you northern teams
are planning a Florida trip over spring
break, why not contact our regional
coordinator for some southern contacts
who can arrange a game or two? Contact
Ross Snyder, (404) 458 -1875.

Southern Region
Update
Dear Ultimate Players,
The news you have all been waiting for
- the national vote was 61 to 52 in favor of
having a fall season. I know there will be
some disappointed teams, but I think this
will be a good thing for our region . It gives
us plenty of time to get things organized
and it gives all the teams more time for
playing other teams and getting back in
shape. For those players going to North
American Series meets, there would be no
conflict with two different seasons.
Dates for the FallS eason
National Championships: Nov. 2829-30
Regional Championships: Nov. 1-2 or8-9
Sectional Championships: Sept.
27-28 or Oct. 4 -5 or 11-12
As you can see there is room for change
at the regional and sectional levels. I'll let
each section vote on the preferred date for
their sectional playoff. The exact date for
the regional may depend upon where the
site for the Nationals is located.
This brings us to the selection of
regional playoff teams. In talking with other
coordinators and Tom Kennedy, l've tried
to come up with a system that will minimize
travel time and insure that the best teams
make it to the regionals. last year we had
state championships as the sole
qualifications for advancing to the
regionals. We are going to break the region
into sections . The sections were
determined by the number of teams listed
with the UPA in an area. Section 1: Florida;
Section 2: North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia; Section 3: Alabama, Arkansas,
Tennessee, Mississippi; Section 4:
Louisiana & Texas.
In order to facilitate the flow and
dissemination of information within each
section, I have appointed a Sectional
Coordinator . This person will be
responsible for locating teams within the
section, publication of new information,
game results, league standings, etc. The
people selected are heavily involved with
Ultim at e and have experience in
administrative situations.
Section 1
Section 2
Gary Vescio
Steve Spier
8213 S.W. ?2nd Ave.
301 S. 2nd Ave.
Miami, Fla. 33143 Wilmington, N.C. 28401
919 762 -8405
305 665 -9062
Section 3
Section 4
Open to nominations
Tom McNiven
P.O. Box 3293
or volunteers.
Contact Ross Snyder
Dallas, Texas
214 821 -9244
75275 404 458-1875
Now to talk about the selection oft he site
for the Regionals this year. The big stink_
(cont'd. on next page)
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(cont'd. from previous page)
about holding the regionals in Florida last
year was that was not central enough,
especially for those people in Texas and
Tennessee. I have received a suggestion
from Tom Kennedy regarding this and I
have come up with a few ideas.
o The regional site be rotated from
section to section each year. Each
sectional coordinator would submit a site
proposal to me listing club names, number
of fields available, housing situation, etc.,
o The regional site will always be put in
the most centrally located area within the
region.
The advantage of the first plan is that
each section gets a chance to do the
hosting and have the home advantage.
Each year some teams are going to have to
travel much more than others. The
advantage of the second plan is that we
minimize the distance the farthest club has
to travel every year to get to the regionals.
My personal feeling is that we should
shift the site from section to section from
year to year.l feel it is the most democratic
way we can give everyone in the region a
fair shake. It also lets each section
become an integral part of Ultimate play
here in the region .The first responsibility of
each sectional coordinator would be to
take a poll on how the teams feel about this
issue. Please have this information back to
me by March 31.
In closing, let me say that I think we in the
Southern Region have a very real chance
to accomplish some things this year and in
the future, including a chance to host the
National Championships. Therefore I think
its important that we have a good
organization at the grass roots level, and
that individual clubs stay in close contact
with their sectional coordinator on local
and state activities. Please feel free to
contact me before 11 :00 PM EST any day
of the week concerning the ideas and
proposals put forth in this letter. You can
write too!
Sincerely,

Ross Snyder
- REGIQNAL REPORT:

Central
Commitment to
Communication

back to practicing my padiddling and
rereading back issues of Frisbee World.
It's not that I have any parti cu lar aversion
,· tQ rereading Frisbee World or perfect ing
freestyle moves - it's just that I would
prefer to play Ultimate. The itch starts at
this time of year. It is difficult, however, to
scratch it with twelve inches of snow on the
ground.
So what can you do during these
midwestern tempests besides ski and the
above-mentioned activities? You can
always write an article for the UPA
newsletter. And because this is an
introductory issue, let me present an
introductory synopsis of Midwest Ultimate.
I have enjoyed Ultimateforfouryears, all
of that time in the midwest. During that
period, I have observed a tremendous
growth of the sport in our region, as well as
the remainder of the country (and the world
for that matter). I have attempted to keep
abreast of this development and, although
never associated with a "nationally
ranked" team, I am knowledgeable about
the
game both strategically and
philosophically. I consider myself a
student of the game, but not necessarily a
world-class practioner of the sport.
It is difficult for me, however, to
characterize Midwest Ultimate. We don 't fit
the highly competitive, strategically wellthought-out game mold associated with
the East. Our games consist basically of a
wide-open and relaxed -but-competitive
type of play with little rigid offensive
pattern , more akin to what I visualize as
Western Ultimate. (Note these are the
author's generalizations, not meant to
offend.)

Unfortunately, taken as a whole, we are
not on a par with either of those two levels
of play. This is not to say we don't play
good, solid Ultimate. Discos Volantes out of Ohio, University of Kentucky and
Michigan State- can hold their own with
anyone. I am sure there are other teams
equally or close to as capable. But as a
region, we need to grow. The potential
talent is evident, as well as the core to
promulgate the sport and impart the
necessary skills. Our glaring deficiency is
twofold. It involves communication and
motivation.

By David Hendler
CINCINNATI , OH

J

ust when this past week made you
think that maybe it might be hot
weather and Ultimate practice
could begin, Mother Nature slaps us with
another storm here in Cincinnati. So I'm
8
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Structured Communications
References to the necessity for good
communication in a large-scale activity

abound. Nevertheless, it has not been
overemphasized. With enough repetition,
Pavlov tells us, procedu res become
automatic and t he need for contin ual
badgering becomes less. Midwestern
Ultimate must realize that level and
continually practice good communication .
The
communication
should
be
structured along three paths. Upward
communication to foster a national
awareness of what is happening in the
Midwest is crucial for the sport as a whole
to succeed . This area of the country must
show the uninitiated what Ultimate (and
frisbee in general) is about. Flying disc
athletics will become more viable if we can
show intense interest and participation
from all regions of the country.
lntraregional communication among
teams and individual members must take
place so that new techniques and ideas
can be developed and shared . Training
methods and drills, or scouting reports on
other strategies of offense and defense
from both inside and outside the region,
are examples of what we can relate to
each other.
Finally, downward communication- or
more accurately, "outward" communication should be practiced by all
enlightened disc participants to engage as
many new converts as possible. We need
not engage an advertising firm for this; we
are all account executives in this case.

Motivation at a Personal Level
There are bound to be practical problems
involved in any of the three stategies
mapped out above. The solution is cleartalk about them with other teams and
players and the best way of doing
something will be worked out (or at least
agreed upon) . This newsletter is an
excellent forum for implementing a sound
communication strategy- use it!
But successful communication alone
will not insure a rapid rise to fame for
Midwest Ultimate. The key is to couple it
with an increased commitment from
current players and to instill in up-andcoming new players a strong desire to play
every chance they get. In other words,
motivation. What can we do to generate
enthusiasm for our sport, to put it on the
proverbial map? Although I phrase it
rhetorically, the question is put in earnest,
and any input on this matter will be
appreciated.
(Any who question the need for renewed
commitment, please note the attendance
at the last regional meeting at Purdue.)
This motivation begins at the personal
level. You obviously have to be excited
about something to generate enthusiasm
in others. But take that excitement one
step further and translate it into tangible

actiVIty w1tn1n your own organiZation . uom
let just one person run the team and
therefore monopolize all the work involved.
Is it fair to that person? Delineation of duty
can be a key factor in the sense of
involvement and thus indirectly foster
excitement and motivation.
It then becomes the responsibility of
every active player to initiate others into
the sport. Take the time to explain the
game to the observer or casual passerby.
Invite people to the games, invite people to
play along and learn the game. Maybe for
every ten who experience your concerted
effort, one will be motivated to become an
active participant.
We must, of course, avoid highpressure tactics. It is easy, in a region
where football reigns supreme and
employs high-powered marketing
techniques, to get upset at the lack of
attention shown alternative athletic
endeavors. A concerted effort is
necessary on all our parts to demonstrate
rationally the importance and usefullness
of Ultimate. Remember, of all organized
disc activity, Ultimate holds potentially the
greatest appeal. There is a niche for uswe just have to uncover it.
Our feet are wet here in the Midwest
region. But because we have experienced
such drastic growth over the past few
seasons, let us not succumb to the ennui.
Personal sacrifices of time and effort are
required of us all. The synergistic
combination of improved communication
and motivation, with diligence, should
result in an amelioration of the quality of
play in theM idwest and prove beneficial to
the total Ultimate picture. Of course, it
wouldn 't hurt to practice also.

Michigan State University of East Lansing,
Mich., May 10 & 11. There will also be a
regional meeting at this time to decide on
sites for fall sectionals and regional.
Contact Bruce Johnson.
Michigan Sectional: May 3-4, Ferris
State College, Big Rapids, Mich . Contact
Bruce Johnson.
Ohio Sectional: April 26 & 27 , Miami
University Oxford, OH. Contact Sam
Ocker (513) 523-3664 .
Kansas: April 26 & 27 or May 3 & 4,
Topeka , KS. Contact Chris Brief (813) 2731279.
Missouri: April19 & 20, Columbia, MO.
Contact Roger Giles (314) 682-3010.
Indiana: not set. Contact Bill Burns,
Purdue University (317) 743-2623 .
Wisconsin: April 26 & 27. Contact Paul
Schmitt (612) 253-8176 .
Ann Arbor Humble Indoor Festival April 19 & 20, Ultimate team format.
Contact Bruce Johnson.

REGIONAL REPOR J :

Mid-Atlantic
he Mid~Atlantic Region will hold an
electiOn for the position of
Temporary Regional Coordinator. Andrea
Cummis will be moving out of the region in
June.
The procedure for this election will be as
follows:
o By April25, any interested candidate
must turn in to Andy Cummis a 75-word
description of his/her qualifications.
o Andy will mail to all teams in the
region a ballot with each candidate's qualifications. This ballot will be mailed on May
first.
o Each team will return its ballot to
Andy by May 15.

T

'79 Fall Sectionals
By Wayn e Mac k

WASHINGTON, DC
s many of you may already know,
the National Ultimate Championship has been moved from the
spring to the fall. Since there will be a
period of one-and-a-half years until the
next championship, the Middle-Atlantic
Region has chosen to hold a "mock"
regional this fall. However, as the current
national champion - Glassboro College
- is in this region, you better believe no
one is taking it lightly.

A

Recently, on the weekend of Nov.3-4,
the Virginia/District of Columbia/Maryland sectional was held in Richmond, Va.
On a rainy Saturday, six teams showed up
to play Ultimate. The six teams were to be
divided into two round-robin groups, with
the top two teams from each group
advancing to a semi-final round (round
robin). The two top teams from the semis
would then meet for the finals.
In Group A were UVA, the Capital City
Jammers
(Richmond),
and
Mary
Washington . In Group B were the DC
Booeymonger, Ultimate Air & Space
(UAS), University of Richmond and
George Mason University.
In Group A, UVA easily won both of their
matches and Mary Washington defeated
the Capital City Jammers to advance. In
Group B, UAS defeated the University of
Richmond, then George Mason in a
surprise move forfeited to UAS. Apparently
it was George Mason's strategy to be able
to play fresh players against U of A's tired
troops, and it paid off as Mason erased a 62 halftime deficit to win 9-7 in double
overtime.
In the first games of the second round,
UAS defeated Mary Washington and UVA

defeated Mason. In the second set of
games, UAS defeated Mason and UVA
defeated Mary Washington . Because of
darkness and the fact that the third game
would be meaningless as both UVA and
UAS would advance to the final in either
case, the third game was cancelled .
So Sunday dawned on an interesting
match-up. UAS had not been able to
defeat UVA since early August and was
determined to make amends. UVA,
however, had the confidence of a growing
win so UVA's 2-3-2 zone defense would
face UAS's newly developed 3-2-2 "box"
offense and UVA's "potluck" offense
would face UAS's man-to-man. The first
few minutes zone shadowed the
conclusion to the game as the usually
sure-handed Air and Space team dropped
easy passes and UVA made the clutch
catches. After only three minutes of play,
UAS was down 4-0 . Then UAS went to
work playing a wide-open offense and an
airtight defense to pull within one point at 54 after seven minutes of play. The two
-teams then traded goals throughout the
rest of the half, and UVA left the field with
the advantage.
As the second half began, UAS
continued its "stone-handed" play, but still
managed to stay near UVA thanks to its
defense. Then with a little over three
minutes left and UVA leading 24-22 came
the straw that broke the camel's back as
UVA scored two quick goals to surge
ahead 26-22 with two minutes remaining.
UAS, still not giving up, narrowed the
margin to 26-24 with 44 seconds
remaining, whereupon UVA controlled the
disc and ran out the clock.

'79 Fall Reglonals Summary
As the next National Ultimate
Championships were then a year away,
the Middle-Atlantic Region decided to hold
a mock Regional Tournament Nov. 10-11 .
Although this regional woulp have no
bearing on anything whatsoever, the few
spectators were treated to an exciting
array of teams and styles on Saturday.The
eight teams were divided into two groups
as follows, with the top two teams from
each group advancing to Sunday's semifinals:
GROUP A
GROUPB
Knights of Nee
Gla~_~boro College
Penn State
Univ. of Pennsylvania
Univ. of Pittsburg Philadelphia Ultimate
Ultimate Air & Space Univ. of Virginia
In Group A, after a scare by UAS, Nee won
all three of their games and the University
of Pennsylvania finished second ,their only
loss coming from Nee.
In Group B, the defending national
champions also went undefeated and
UVA finished second .
UPA N EWSLETTER
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So in the semi-finals on Sunday, it was
Glassboro easily defeating the University
of Pennsylvania, and Nee, after a tight first
half, took control of the second half and
defeated UVA. Thus it came down to an all New Jersey championship in New
Jersey-esque weather - 45 o with rain. To
add to the excitement, Glassboro has lost
several players from its national
championship team to the Knights of Nee,
and in the previous week's sectionals, Nee
had defeated Glassboro.
After nearly 60 minutes of pre-game
ritual, the Jersey Joes were ready togo at it.
In the first half, Glassboro came out
smokin ' and it seemed that Nee was going
to be in for a long afternoon. When halftime
finally arrived, Nee found themselves on
the shortside of a 7-2 score. After
regrouping at halftime, though, the Knights
looked unstoppable as they streaked to a
tie at eight-all. Then both teams settled to
playing
hard-nosed
Ultimate
and
Glassboro managed to hang on to win, 1513.

REGIONAL REPORT:

Northeast
A Gentleman's Game
By David Meltzer
SUNY/PURCHASE, NY

T

ime is running out. Your team is
down a goal. Your opponent is
trapped near his own end zone. You read
his eyes , stick your hand out and block the
throw. You run toward the disk and then
hear it. ... FOUL!
Most Ultimate players have ,
unfortunately, had to face a variation of the
preceding play. What does one do?
Instinct tells us to argue the call Indeed,
nothing angers an Ultimate player more
than a bogus call. Realistically, however,
an argument over a call serves no
purpose. Firstly, one bad call often leads to
a rash of others. Ultimate is a game of ebband-flow; excessive fouling breaks this
rhythm. Secondly, the sport begins to take
on all the ugly aspects of roller derby
(Glassboro vs. Santa Barbara).
What's to be done? The most important
aspect to remember is that Ultimate is
played for fun, not for vanquishing the
"enemy." Playing for fun should lead
automatically to playing fair.
Next, one has to respect the call , no
matter how ridiculous it appears.lfyou fee l
compelled to argue, approach the player
after the game and explain your
10
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differences. Who knows? By then, the call
may not ever matter.
Finally, when you make a call, be sure of
its validity and announce it in a loud clear
voice. One of the more common
disagreements occur on late calls.
The question is not, Do we need
referees? but whether we can be
gentlemen in a gentlemen's game. If fa ir
play is encouraged and enjoyment
stressed, we can indeed make Ultimate a
foul-free game.
All players are invited to write in any
opinion they would like to express
concerning Ultimate. - T.K.

A Modest Proposal
By Houston Miller

D

RICHMOND , VA

uring the recent Eastern captain's
meetings, discussion turned to the
possibility of a national collegiate
tournament to take place in the spring .
Many players at the meeting voiced
disapproval of the idea. Opponents
delivered valid criticism: the expense of
bringing It together, spreading the sport too
thin - blah, blah , blah. Well, we want to
play in a large-level tournament this spring
against competition outside our region .
We'll even go to the length of hosting it
here.
I would propose the following: A
tournament in Charlottesville or
Washington on Memorial Day weekend
(May 24-25) open to the top two collegiate
teams from each region . These two
guidelines would be helpful:
o 75% of college teams members
would be enrolled in that school;
o Only players who've played for that
school all spring may play with that team
during this event. No ringers!
Let's have feedback on this immediately
so we can put it together soon .
Houston Miller
Weasel City Magic Show
UVA Frisbee Club

The Easterns - 1980
Last January's vote determined that the
national championships would be held in
the fall . The margin was 61 to 52. This
spring the Middle Atlantic region and our
region will meet at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvan ia for a revival of the Easterns
with a 16 team format. Eight teams will
qualify from our region through sectional
play.
Four Section Formant
In the past, the Northeast Region has had
three sections. This spring the region will
be divided into four sections. This division

will distribute teams more evenly, making
tournaments more manageable, and
cutting down on travel time for a lot of
teams . The sectional tournament
coordinators are:
.
1) Peter Norvig, (39 Marshall St.
Watertown MA 02172 617 -923-0153)
Maine, NH , Eastern Mass, and Rhode
Island will meet in Boston, at Smith field
next to Harvard Stadium fields.
2) Mig Offenheimer (Box 357
Hampshire College, Amherst Ma 01002
413-549-4600 x294) Vermont, Western
Mass, Northern Conn . at Amherst College
Fields.
3) Andy Koerner (206 Stewart Ave. #2
Ithaca NY 14850 607 -272-3053) New
York State with the exception of Metro
NYC and 914 area code.
4) Derek Lent (1351 Still Water Ave.
Stamford, Conn. 06902 203-323-4741)
Southern Conn. 516 ,212,914 area code of
NY at SUNY purchase.
The sectional tournament that your
team should attend is listed above. If there
is any problems you can call me or your
sectional coordinator.

New or Used Team Contacts
Ithaca College: Jim Isaacs 405 N. Albany
St. Ithaca NY 14850 607 -272 -3999; Univ.
of New Haven: Phil Duffy 118 Leett St. New
Haven, Conn. 203-933-6461 ; Wellesley
Ultimate ((WUF): N. Fulham or Bo Low 20
Evans Ad Needham MA 617 -449-2559 ;
Webb lnst.: Kent Greenwald, Glen Cove,
NY 516 - 676 - 9894 ; Brandeis : Ruth
Liesbsman 25 Rikker Rd. Newton Corner
MA 617 -527-3825
Collegiate Champslonshlps
Houston Miller of the University of Virginia
is interested in hosting a national
collegiate championship. All teams
interested should contact him: Univ. of
Virginia Ultimate, Dallas Davidson, AT 3
Box 471 Crozet, Va 22932
Summer League
Any persons who are associated with or
will be organizing summer teams, please
send me your teams address and phone
number. Perhaps through a little more
communciation some inter-team summer
play will develop.
Next Fall
As soon as you know what your teams
address will be next year please submit it to
me. Also let's plan on a captains meeting
next September for scheduling and any
topics of discussion that the group wants
to bring up.
Welcome
All new teams . Our registar list 66 teams
this spring compared to 54 in the fall .

FRISBITS
Membership
Our initial membership drive has netted
us over 250 individual members. We also
have an active team listing with over 350
teams.

Oltimate at Hampshire
By J .D. Durra
MAMARONECK, NY

H

ampshire College, founded in
1965, is a private liberal arts
college which prides itself on
being an experimenting institution which
has pioneered new ideas in curriculum,
admissions and administration." So says
Barron's profile on Colleges in the
Northeast.
The characteristics of the school
concerning curriculum, admissions and
administration carry over to their Ultimate
team. Hampshire was one of the first
teams in the northeast and developed a
style of play that was unique. When
Hampshire possessed the disc, their
movement involved everyone. From this
evolved the Hampshire tradition of a wellbalanced, coordinated offense and manto-man defense.
Last fall, 'The Rock Lobsters" (as they
referred to them-selves) had a team that
consisted of "14 handlers" described by
Brian Dobyns. This style led them to a
regional championship in the northeast in
which they had to play seven games in two
days during the double-elimination
tournament. Despite losing to Boston
Aerodisc in the first day of competition,
Hampshire won tour games in a row over
BU. NY Heifers, Boston Aerodisc and
Cornell . Their style of play was
conservative, but successful, as they
ground out goals with short passes to
receivers on comeback patterns. Most of
the offensive flow originated from the
formation diagramed below.

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
From thi§ position, usually one of the three
men furthest from the disc would cut
around ohe of his team mates and his
defender towards the disc to receive the
pass. When that pass was in the air,
another man would c ut from across the
f.eld as the primary receiver for the next
pass. The timed c ut is characteristic of
Hampshire play and this style was good

Frisbee Golfers/
The formation of The United States
Frisbee Golf Association has taken place.
If you would like information on, or are
interested in, becoming a member in this
independant golf organization contact
Doug Newland, (P.O. Box 5312, Seattle
WA 981 05).

Bylaw Revision
The U.P.A. Bylaws are being revised to
update areas that were discussed at the
East Coast Captains Meeting December
1979. The job is in Buz Laughlin 's ca pable
hands and should be done by mid-May

Female Organizer
Sought
Female participation in Ultimate has
witnessed a gradual growth since its
beginnings ; females should be
encourag ed to play Ultimate on all levels.
In order to accommodate the growing
number of female players , we are asking
for some one to step forwa rd and help us
organize that aspect of the game. Anyone
who has an honest interest in furt~er
organization of fema le participation in our
sport should contact Tom Kennedy, P.O.
Box 4844 , Santa Barbara, CA 931 03.

enough to beat Cornell by two on a damp

Nov~be'";'"~~
X

X
·x

X

Ultimate at Hampshire began in the
spring of 1973. The founding fathers were
David Dinnerman, who began playing at
Columbia High School in New Jersey, and
"Big Screamin"' Andy MacGruer. They
recruited some of their classmates,
practiced a week, and had their first gam&
against Tufts University on Mothers' Day.
This game became an annual event for
several of the following years.
In the fall of 1973, Hampshire played
Clark and Tufts, and were host for the
world-champion Rutgers team. led by Dan
"Stork" Roddick and "Dr. I" lrv Kalb.
Rutg~rs jumped to a 7-0 lead but
Hampshire played even after that, losing
by seven or eight goals. This game began a
rivalry between the two universities.
The Spring of 1975 was highlighted by
the first Eastern Ultimate Championships
at Yale University. Hampshire was invited
to the tournament along with Tufts, Cornell.
Clark, Princeton, API , Yale and Rutgers.
Rutgers won, and Hampshire made it to the
semifinals where they were defeated by
API.
In 1976 the Easterns moved north to
Amherst, Mass. Hampshire ~performed
well and qualified to play the defending
champions. Rutgers, in the final game of
the tournament. This game was a study in
contrast. Hampshire was led by Gary
Shrager. coach and team leader. dressed
in black-tie-and-tails for the occasiosn. He
was an advocate oft he "spirit of the game"
ideology. Shrager believed having fun was
more important than winning, and no one
should confuse the enjoyment of the play
with victory. Rutgers won the game.
Shrager was no longer captain in 1977,
but Hampshire continued and qualified
again for the finals in the Easterns. Again
they lost, this time to Penn State. Shrager
was at the game protesting the
competition that had evolved.
UHimate Frisbee is the only organized
team sport at Hampshire. It is in its eighth
year and, hopefully, will remain as one of
the exceptional teams in the northeast.

NAS Tourny Update
The Colorado NAS Tournament originally
schedu led for July 12-13 has been
changed to June 14-15. Contact Rick
Kouvar (2885 19th, Boulder, Colo. 80302 ;
303-443-1269).
The Toronto and Rochester NAS
Tournaments have exchanged the dates
on which they were scheduled to play.The
Toronto tourney will take placeJuly26 -27;
Rochester will follow on August 2-3.
About The Labels
You will notice that on the top line of your
address label is a code.
o Individual members have a letter
signifying region followed by a dash mark.
If your label does not have a dash mark
following the letter you have not paid your
yearly membership fees. Unless we
receive payment you will not be mailed the
next U.P.A. newsletter.
o Team spokespersons should check
to make certain that their teams are listed
correctly. SC means South Region
College Team . CB Means Central Region
Club Team .

I

Classifieds
CLASSIFIED AD RATES: $5 for up to 50 words
Deadline for submitted copy IS the tenth day of the
month pnor to publication Please mclude paymenl
w1th subm1tted ad copy
A limited number (250) of new UP A discs are available.
The new run is on unpigmented SOc Wham·O 1 65s
Cost 1s $10 per and Includes sh1pp1ng Wnte UPA, P 0 .
Box 4S44 , Santa Barbara. CA 931 03.

A large run ol UPA d1scs are be1ng produced Th1s
newest run will also be on unpigmented SOc Wham-0
165s These discs will be available through your
reg1onal coordinators by June 1. Cost: $5 ea.
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